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The present invention relates to earth materials han 
dling equipment; and particularly, to a new and novel ma 
terials handling blade structure applicable, for example, 
to bulldozers; to a new and novel combination of such 
blade and a spreading attachment for use in spreading 
road base materials and the like; to a new and novel 
spreading attachment per se; and to new and improved 
elements of blades, spreaders and the like. 

Bulldozers are, of course, well-known in the art, the 
same comprising by de?nition a tractor, a vertically mov 
able transverse moldboard blade ahead of the tractor and 
push arms connected to the blade and movably mounted 
on the tractor. In the simplest form, the blade is rigidly 
secured to the push arms and is disposed at right angles 
to the longitudinal axis of the tractor. In an ampli?ca 
tion, the push arms are pivoted to the'blade and adjust 
able struts are provided between the push arms and the 
blade for varying the “pitch” of the‘ blade, i.e., theranglc 
of the plane of the blade to horizontal, and for “tilting” 
the blade, i.e., raising or lowering one end of the blade 
relative to the other to dispose the lower or cutting edge 
of the blade at an angle to horizontal. In one commer 
cial device constructed essentially as above described, the 
blade is of generally U-shape, i.e., a rigid blade having a 
center portion and forwardly angled side wing portions, 
and variations in the pitch of the blade cause the wings 
to tilt down or up relative to the center section. Another 
form of bulldozer substitutes a “C-frame,” a frame com 
prised of a pair of side arms like the aforesaid push arms 
and a transverse portion between the arms ahead of the 
tractor, for said push arms. One primary advantage of 
the 'C-frame is that the blade may be pivotally mounted 
on an upright axis at its center on the transverse forward 
portion of the frame and be connected at its ends to the 
side arms by selectively positionable struts, so that the 
blade may be disposed “straight,” i.e., at right angles 
to the longitudinal axis of the tractor, or may be “angled” 
in either direction, that is, disposed at an angle to said 
axis. It has also been proposed heretofore, although I 
am not aware of any commercial use of such proposal, 
to employ a sectionalized blade comprised of a plurality 
of blade sections pivotally connected to one another on 
vertical axes, to mount the center section or the center 
pivot pin of the blade on a C-frame or the like, and 
to provide selectively positionable supporting struts be 
tween the ends of the blade and the C-frarne so that the 
outboard blade sections may selectively be disposed 
straight, at an angle, in a forward V like a snowplcw 
or a rearward V, or with one straight and the other 
angled. Each of these several blade structures has its 
own particular advantages and uses, and the blades for 
the most part are purchased and installed on tractors on 
the basis of the use for which they are primarily in 
tended. _ 

The object of the present invention is to provide a 
new and improved blade structure‘, especially adapted 
but not exclusively applicable for bulldozer use, having 
all of the advantages and serving all of the uses of the 
prior blade structures, providing further advantages and 
new uses, and facilitating broader application of bull 
dozers ‘and markedly greater utilization of the power of 
the propelling vehicle or tractor. 

It is in particular the object of this invention to provide 
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an improved blade structure which, in its preferred em 
bodiment, comprises a sectionalized blade comprising a 
plurality of blade sections hingedly connected to one an 
other on generally upright axes, a universal mounting as 
sembly on the blade substantially centrally of its length 
for mounting the blade for universal movement on a C 
frame, a pair of selectively operable extensible and 
retractable push arms universally connected respectively 
to the outer end portions of the blade and the tractor for 
selectively winging each outer section of the blade for 
ward and backward, and a pair of selectively operable 
extensible and retractable struts pivotally mounted re 
spectively on the push arms and universally connected 
to the respective outer end portions of the blade for tilt 
ing the blade, varying the pitch of the blade, or both tilt 
ing and varying the pitch of the blade. 
As a consequence of the de?ned structure, the blade 

is capable of achieving an almost unlimited range of con 
trolled positions. It may be disposed straight, angled, 
V’d forward or V’d back; it may be disposed with one 
end section straight and the other angled in either direc 
tion at a variety of angles, or with both sections angled 
at diiferent angles; it may be tilted and/or its pitch may 
be varied through a wide range in any of its described 
formations; its lower edge may be disposed horizontal 
in any of its formations; the lower edge may be disposed 
to de?ne a crown or to cut a trench with either or both 
sections angled at diverse angles; and the lower edge 
may be disposed with one portion horizontal and the 
other tilted either up or down, with either or both sec 
tions angled at diverse angles, to form a shouldento 
pull material from a shoulder onto grade surface, and so 
on. ‘ 

The utility of such structure has been established by 
extensive testing of the same on a Caterpillar D~6 tractor 
wherein the combination included a C-frame on which 
the universal assembly was centrally mounted, hydraulic 
jack means ‘for raising and lowering the C-frame, and 
hydraulically actuated struts and push arms. The re 
sultant structure, while readily performing all of the 
functions of conventional blades, provided the bulldozer 
operator with facilities heretofore unavailable. These 
facilities are too numerous to be mentioned here, but 
as an example thereof it is to be observed that my im 
proved blade particularly facilitates complete control over 
a load. Heretofore, with a standard blade, if the load 
commenced to spill 01? in one direction or another, or 
spilled at a faster rate than intended, the operator could 
do nothing about it, other than to back the bulldozer 
off the loadand maneuver the tractor in an attempt to 
regain the load. With the blade structure of the present 
invention, should the load start to spill in one direction, 
the operator wings the respective end section of the blade 
forward to con?ne the load and draw it back toward the 
center, all without even slowing the tractor. In inten 
tionally spilling off to one side, the rate of spill is readily 
controlled by the operator by adjusting the one end sec 
tion of the blade to an appropriate angle. Also, the 
operator may simultaneously spill off to both sides at 
individually controlled rates. If spilling is to one side and 
the material does not flow toward the spilling side from 
the opposite side, the material is readily impelled to the 
spilling side simply by advancing or winging forward the 
opposite end section of the blade. In addition, the op 
erator is not compelled simply to push a load from one 
place to another as was the practice heretofore. He may 
selectively deposit portions of a load where and as de 
sired, and if in moving a load he notes a hollow to be 
filled, he may readily spill material as desired into the 
hollow. Moreover, the blade greatly facilitates the gath 
ering and moving of a load. For example, a load can 
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readily be gathered from the side of a bank by angling 
the digging end section of the blade forward to cause 
the material to be moved from the end to the center por 
tion of the blade, and the two end sections can be angled 
forward to con?ne the load during movement. By then 
pitching the blade rearwardly, a considerable propor 
tion of the load can be supported from beneath, i.e., hori 
zontally, so that the load is in part carried and only in 
part pushed, thereby permitting the movement of larger 
loads by a tractor of given capacity, or permitting move 
ment of a conventional size load with greater speed and 
without expending as much power as the tractor. By 
V’ing the blade rearwardly (providing a forwardly open 
V) and pitching the blade rearwardly, material can readi 
ly be gathered from a limited ground area and con 
?ned in the center portion of the blade. By then raising 
the blade as a whole, the above stated advantages of car 
rying a proportion of the load can be achieved. 
As a further example of the capabilities of my im 

proved blade and the manner in which it facilitates broader 
application of bulldozers and greater utilization of the 
power of the tractor, I will describe the manner in which 
the above combination was used to remove a tree stump 
considered by experts to be larger than could be re 
moved with a 13-6 tractor. The blade was ?rst disposed 
substantially straight and tilted to approximately one ex 
treme position. The down end of the blade was forced 
into the ground by the raise-lower jacks and the tractor 
maneuvered to circumscribe the stump and thereby sever 
the laterals of the root system. The blade was then \f’d 
back or rearwardly and engaged at the bottom of the 
V about the upper end portion of the stump and the 
tractor was rocked back and forth to cause the blade to 
bump the stump and further loosen its root system. Be 
cause of the V of the blade, the blade and the tractor 
were maintained centered on the stump and did not slide 
off to one side as would have been the case with straight 
or angled blades. The blade was then partially straight 
ened, pitched back and forced partially under the roots 
in the trench or crevice formed by the initial operation. 
The blade was oscillated back and forth under the roots 
by the pitch adjusting means as the raise-lower jacks con 
tinued to force the blade down, further to sever the roots, 
advance the blade to rout out the stump and loosen the 
entire root structure and stump. The stump bumping 
operation was repeated brie?y, and the stump and its 
roots were then quickly and easily removed by repeti 
tion of the routing operation. As the stump was re 
moved, the blade was V’d back to con?ne the stump 
and its roots therein, and the bulldozer then readily 
rolled the stump to a point of disposal. 
While the preferred embodiment of the invention is 

constructed as above stated, it is possible to achieve the 
advantages of the invention with other mounting and 
pitch adjusting elements than the described struts and 
push arms. Also, some of the advantages of the invention 
may be achieved by simpli?ed apparatus. It is therefore 
an object of the invention to provide as a minimum an 
improved blade structure comprising horizontal pivot 
axis means for the sectionalized blade, the axis extending 
transversely of the tractor, pitch adjusting means for the 
blade, and means for causing the sections of the blade 
to at least V forward and back. 

Another object of the invention is to provide, either 
in the simpli?ed or preferred embodiment, means for ex 
tending and retracting the center mounting means for the 
blade thereby to cause, or assist in causing, V’ing of the 
blade. . 

It may therefore be stated that an overall object of the 
invention is to provide an improved blade structure com 
prising a blade including a plurality of blade sections 
hingedly connected together on generally upright axes, 
?rst monuting means for the blade substantially centrally 
of its length, second mounting means for the blade com 
prising a mounting element adjacent each outer end of 
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the blade, at least one of the ?rst and second mounting 
means being movable transversely of the blade, and pitch 
adjusting means for the blade. 

It is additionally an object to provide in the preferred 
embodiment of the invention a complete hydraulic actuat 
ing and control system for the blade including operating 
handles at the operator’s station for selectively operating 
each of the hydraulic actuating means. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

an improved hydraulic beam structure employed particu 
larly as the push arm means for the blade structure above 
described. 

Because of the facility of my improved blade for di 
recting and leveling earth materials, I have conceived 
the combination therewith of an improved spreading at 
tachment to facilitate the spreading of base materials 
for roads and the like to exacting tolerances and sub 
stantially any speci?cation. The combination broadly 
of a base spreading attachment and a bulldozer is known 
from the copcnding application of Raymore D. MacDon 
ald, Serial No. 789,764, ?led January 9, 1959 (since is 
sued on December 6, 1960, as Patent No. 2,962,947), 
and my copending application, Serial No. 10,637, ?led 
February 24, 1960. As shown in those applications, the 
base spreading apparatus comprises, in combination, a 
bulidozer comprising a tractor, a vertically movable trans 
verse moldboard blade ahead of the tractor and pusher 
arms connected to said blade and movably mounted on 
said tractor, and a spreading attachment comprising a 
pair of side assemblies extending forwardly of said blade 
from adjacent the opposite ends thereof, mounting means 
on the rearward ends of said side assemblies and pivotally 
mounted on the bulldozer for mounting the spreading at 
tachment at its rearward end on said bulldozer, ground 
engaging wheels adjacent the forward ends of said side 
assemblies supporting the forward end of said spreading 
attachment on the roadbed, said side assemblies and said 
blade de?ning a forwardly-open three-sided hopper rear 
wardly of the forward end portions of said side assemblies 
and said wheels for reception therein of material to be 
spread, said side assemblies comprising means for laterally 
con?ning the material to a strip of predetermined width 
and said blade constituting the rear wall of said hopper 
and comprising means for pushing before it a substantial 
load of the material and for striking-off the material at a 
predetermined level, and support means extending be 
tween said blade and said side assemblies supporting said 
moidboard blade on said side assemblies. 
The object of this invention, in distinction, is to provide 

in combination with the improved sectionalized blade 
structure above described a pair of side assemblies ex 
tending forwardly from the opposite ends of the blade, 
each of said side assemblies comprising a longitudinally 
extensible and contractable beam, transversely extensible 
and contractable means on the forward end portions of 
said beams and extending therebetween for maintaining 
the side assemblies in parallel coextensive relation, ground 
engaging means adjacent the forward end of each beam, 
mounting means mounting the rearward end of each beam 
on the blade, and adjustable support means between the 
beams and the blade supporting the blade on said beams, 
said extensible and contractable beams and means and 
said adjustable support means accommodating the above 
described variations in the horizontal angulation, tilt and 
pitch of the blade sections thereby to accommodate sup 
port of the blade sections on the side assemblies in what 
ever position may be best suited for spreading the ma 
terial to given speci?cations. 

Another object of the invention is to provide, as the 
transversely extensible and contractable means de?ned 
in the foregoing paragraph, a linkage assembly compris 
ing a pair of transverse links pivotally connected respec 
tively to the forward end portions of the side assemblies, 
and a longitudinal link pivotally connected to the center 

1; i L the blade, the three links intersecting substantially in 
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a common point and being pivotally interconnected at said 
point. __ 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved extensible and contractable beam especially 
suited for use as said transversely extensible and contract 
able means. 

A further object of the invention isthe provision, in 
combination in a spreading attachment, of a cross beam, 
such as the extensible and contractable beam above de 
?ned, disposed adjacent the lower extremities of the at 
tachment, ground-engaging means adjacent the forward 
end of each side assembly, and adjustable means mount 
ing the ground-engaging means on the side assemblies for 
vertical adjustment, thereby to vary the position of the 
beam relative to ground level and to constitute the same 
a primary strike-01f for materials deposited in a windrow 
ahead of the spreading apparatus. 

A. still further object of the invention is the provision 
of improved mounting and adjustable support means be 
tween the blade and the side assembly beams, said means 
comprising, at the rearward end of each beam, a generally 
upright post having clamping elements thereon adapted 
to be clampingly engaged with the blade, a collar slidably 
mounted on the post, locking means on the post including 
adjustable elements engaging the collar and adjustably 
locking the same against up and down movement on the 
post, the collar being pivotally connected on the hori 
zontal transverse axis to the rearward end of the respec 
tive beam and including a portion extending longitudinally 
adjacent a portion of the beam, and adjustable support 
elements operatively connected to the said portions of 
the collar and the beam adjust-ably supporting the portion 
of the collar on the beam. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
come apparent in the following detailed description. 
Now, 

the manner of making and using my improved blade 
structure, my improved spreading apparatus and my im 
proved beam elements, I shall describe, in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, a preferred embodi 
ment of the blade, a preferred embodiment of the spread~ 
ing apparatus, and preferred embodiments of two beam 
constructions. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a tractor equipped 

with the improved blade structure of the invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary plan view of the blade 

structure; - 

FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary vertical section of the 
blade structure, the view being taken substantially on 
line 3-3 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is a side elevation of the blade structure; 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary back view of the blade, 

the view being taken substantially on line 5—5 of FIG 
URE 2; 
FIGURE 6 is a vertical section of my improved hy 

draulic push beam, the view being taken substantially on 
line 6—6 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 7 is a vertical section of the hydraulic strut 

construction of the blade structure, the view being taken 
substantially on line 7~7 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURES 8 through 21 are schematic representations 

of the blade of the present invention, the several views 
depicting exemplary ones of the controlled positions of 
the blade; 
FIGURE 22 is a perspective view of the base spread 

ing apparatus of the invention; 
FIGURE 23 is a side elevation of the spreading appa~ 

ratus, omitting for the sake of clarity the tractor; 
FIGURE 24 is a plan view, partly in section and partly 

in elevation, of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 23, the 
view being taken substantially on line 2¢i~24 of FIG 
URE 23; 
FIGURE 25 is a perspective view on an enlarged scale, 

of the improved mounting and support means provided 
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fit 
according to the invention between the blade and the 
side beams of the spreading apparatus; 
FIGURE 26 is a vertical section of said mounting 

.eans, the view being taken substantially on line 26-26 
of FIGURE 23; 
FIGURE 27 is a sectional view of a preferred embodi 

ment of a transversely extensible and retractable beam 
structure for the spreading apparatus; and ' 
FIGURES 28 and 29 are schematic representations of 

the spreading apparatus depicting exemplary positions of 
the elements thereof. 

Referring now to FIGURE 1, I have shown the pre 
ferred embodiment of my new blade structure mounted 
on a conventional tractor of the track-laying type, the 
tractor comprising a body 46 having a frame 41, a track 
supporting frame 42 carried by the frame 41 outwardly 
of each side of the body, and a ground-engaging track 
43 movably mounted on each frame 42. As is conven 
tional, the tractor includes an engine, a transmission and 
the necessary drive elements selectively to drive the tracks 
and propel the vehicle, the engine also driving a hydraulic 
pump (not shown) for providing ?uid under pressure for 
operation of attachments to the tractor. As will become 
apparent as the description proceeds, tractors of the wheel 
type may be employed with equal facility in conjunc 
tion with my blade structure. 
As shown in FIGURES l and 2, the improved blade 

structure of the present invention includes a C-frame 44 
which is of different construction than conventional in 
the art. Speci?cally, the frame includes side arms 45 
which are spaced fromv one another a distance only 
slightly in excess of the width of the tractor frame 4i and 
are disposed between the opposite sides of the tractor and 
the track supporting frames 42, the arms being univer 
sally mounted on the tractor frame at their rearward ends 
by means of ball and socket connections 46 which pivotal 
ly mount the arms on a common transverse horizontal 
axis. Also, to prevent side sway of the arms, a reinforced 
wear plate 47 is mounted on each side of the body frame 
adjacent the forward end thereof, against which plates 
the side arms slidably bear. The two side arms 45 are 
rigidly interconnected at their forward ends by a trans 
verse portion 43 extending between the arms forwardly 
of the tractor body. For pivotally moving the C-frame 
relative to the body, a pair of hydraulically intercon 
nected jacks 49 are pivotally mounted on the opposite 
sides of the tractor and pivotally connected at their lower 
forward ends to lateral extensions of the transverse por 
tion 48 of the C-frame. 
The improved blade per se is indicated generally at 

5@, the same comprising in its preferred embodiment an 
upright pintie pin 51 and a pair of blade sections 52 and 
53, of identical structure but opposite hands, hingedly 
mounted on said pin and extending laterally outward in 
opposite directions therefrom. The substantially upright 
hinge axis de?ned by the pintle pin 51 for the right and 
left hand blade sections 52 and 53 is indicated by the 
dash-dot line X~X in FIGS. 3 and 5. It would also be 
entirely feasible to form the blade of more than two 
sections, with adjacent sections being hingedly connected 
together on upright axes. For example, a three section 
blade could well be provided the same comprising a cen 
ter section and a pair of outboard sections hingedly con 
nected to the opposite sides of the center section. Con 
sequently, I shall refer herein to the blade as comprising a 
plurality of sections hingedly connected together on up 
right axes, which de?nition is intended to include both the 
two-section blade illustrated herein and blades comprised 
of more than‘ two sections. 
As shown particularly in FIGURE 3, the hinge or 

pintle pin 51 comprises an upright rigid post that is rein 
forced and rigidi?ed by a bracing structure comprising a 
conical shoe 54 mounted on the lower end of the post 

a and having an upwardly and rearwardly inclined mount 
ing arm 55, an upright plate or flange 56 paralleling the 
post to the rear thereof and secured, as by welding, to the 
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shoe 54 and its arm 55, and at least a pair of vertically 
spaced collars 57 secured to the ?ange 56 and encircling 
the post, preferably at approximately the middle and the 
top thereof. Each blade section is of generally conven 
tional construction and comprises a moldboard face, a 
reinforced box-type backing for the face and a lower cut 
ting edge of hardened steel. At its inner end, the box 
portion of each section is angled forwardly and merges 
with the face into a plurality of vertically spaced hinge 
leaves, the leaves of the section 52 being indicated at 58 
and the leaves of the section 53 being indicated at 59, 
respectively. In assembling the blade, the hinge leaves 
58 and 59 are interleaved and axially aligned with one 
another and the collars 57, and the pintle pin or post 51 
is slid axially through the aligned leaves, collars and shoe 
and is pinned at its lower end to the shoe. 
To mount the blade on the tractor, three mounting 

and/or adjusting means are provided. The ?rst, indi 
cated generally at 60, is located substantially centrally 
of the blade, preferably adjacent its lower edge, and in 
the illustrated embodiment of the blade it is de?ned in 
part by the arm 55 of the composite pintle pin structure. 
The object of this mounting is to mount the blade on the 
C-frame with freedom for pivotal movement about a ?rst 
axis Y-Y extending longitudinally of the tractor and 
about a second axis Z—Z extending transversely of the 
tractor. The axis Y—Y, best illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 
3, constitutes the fore and aft tilting axis around which 
the blade can be tilted to raise or lower either end; and 
the axis Z-——Z, best illustrated in FIG. 2 constitutes the 
transversely extending pitch axis around which the pitch 
angle of the blade can be tipped forwardly or backwardly. 
It is apparent, of course, that any known universal con 
nection, such as a ball and socket, could be employed for 
this purpose of providing such centrally located multiple 
axis mounting device 69. I prefer to employ the simplest 
form of structure, namely a ?rst pivot pin 61 extending 
longitudinally of the tractor and journalled in the center 
of the forward transverse portion 4-8 of the C-frame, and 
a second pivot pin 62 extending transversely of the trac 
tor and journalled in the forward end portion of the pin 
61 and in the rearward end portion of the arm 55. 
Speci?cally, the arm 55 is bifurcated at its upper rear 
ward end for reception between its bifurcations of the for 
ward end of the pin 61. The pin and the bifurcations are 
suitably bored and the pin 62 is passed transversely there 
through. The pivot pin 61 rearwardly of its forward end 
comprises a cylindrical stud that is extended through a 
tubular bearing 63 journalled in the C-franie, the stud 
being slidably mounted in the bearing for fore and aft 
adjustment relative to the C-frame. While a hydraulic 
jack or the like could be employed for adjusting this pin, 
and for thereby extending and retracting the center mount 
ing means 6t) for a purpose to be described, I again pre 
fer a simple arrangement achieved by threading the stud 
portion of the pin 61 and threading self-locking nuts 64 
thereon to opposite sides of the forward transverse por 
tion of the C-frame. 
The second mounting means for the blade is provided 

adjacent each end of the blade, i.e., the outer end portion 
of each blade section, and is comprised, in the preferred 
embodiment of the invention, of a pair of extensible and 
retractable push arms 65. Each push arm comprises an 
extensible and retractable beam or ram comprised, as 
shown in its preferred embodiment in FIGURE 6, of a 
hydraulic cylinder 66 having a closed rearward end 67, 
a piston 68 reciprocably mounted in the cylinder and 
sealing against the wall thereof, a piston rod 69 see red 
to the piston and extending axially through the forward 
end of the cylinder, an annular sealing collar 70 secured 
in the forward end of the cylinder and carrying sealing 
elements sealing against the cylinder wall and about the 
piston rod, a protective sleeve '71 substantially coexten 
sive with the rod encircling the rod and the cylinder and 
slidably mounted on the cylinder, dry seals, such as nylon 
or Te?on annuluses, sealing between the cylinder and the 
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sleeve, and connecting means, indicated generally at 72, 
between the forward end portions of the sleeve and the 
rod. The purpose of the connection '72 is to couple the 
rod and sleeve for conjoint axial movement, and to ac 
commodate relative lateral movement therebetween, 
whereby transverse stresses imposed upon the sleeve will 
not be transmitted to the piston and cylinder, so that the 
life of the hydraulic jack de?ned thereby will be pro 
longed. The connection is comprised of a radial ?ange 
73 on the forward end of the piston rod, a complemen~ 
tary but radially enlarged socket 74 de?ned within the 
forward end of the sleeve by an annular member 75 and 
a disc 76, and a pair of Washers '77 disposed to opposite 
sides of the ?ange 73 and having spherical forward and 
rearward surfaces cooperating with complemental sur 
faces on the members 75 and 76 to form therewith a 
spherical bearing. Thus, the rod is secured to the sleeve 
in the axial direction but is free to have relative radial and 
swiveling movement with respect to the sleeve. To supply 
hydraulic ?uid to the jack de?ned by the piston and cylin 
der, a radial bore '73 is provided in the cylinder 67 adja 
cent its rearward end 63, the piston rod 69 is provided 
with an axial bore '79, radial bores 89 adjacent its rear 
ward end and opening into the space between the piston 
and the collar 7%, and a radial bore 81 adjacent its for 
ward end, and the sleeve '71 and socket de?ning members 
'75 and 76 are provided with an enlarged radial bore 82 
communicating with the bore 81. As illustrated in FIG 
URE 6, the portion of the ?ange 73 de?ning the bore 
81 is tapped for reception of a pipe or other hydraulic 
conduit ?tting so that the hydraulic line may be passed 
through the enlarged bore 82 in the sleeve and the socket 
de?ning members and be directly coupled to the piston 
rod. At the forward and rearward ends thereof, each 
beam or ram is provided with conventional mounting 
blocks 83 and 84, respectively, by means of which it may 
be mounted on the blade and the tractor. The hydraulic 
?uid conduits thereby particularly facilitate supply of 
?uid to the jack or ram, even by pipes and only short 
lengths of ?exible hose, since the beam has essentially 
only pivotal movement relative to the tractor and the 
blade as will presently be described. Also, a bleeder 
85 is preferably provided in the forward end portion of 
the sleeve 71 to vent the space between the forward end 
of the sleeve and the forward end of the cylinder de?ning 
members. 

At its rearward end, each beam or push arm 65 is 
movably mounted on the tractor, speci?cally on the re 
spective track frame 42 outwardly of the respective track 
4-3, in essentially the same manner as the frame side 
arms 45 are mounted, and on a transverse axis as close to 
being coincident with the frame pivot axis as is conven 
iently practicable. As illustrated, I have provided mount 
ing blocks 84 of a socket type mounted on complemental 
balls 86, which balls are secured to the track frames on 
a common transverse axis spaced a short distance direct 
ly below the axis of the C-frame mounting balls 46, 
whereby the beams or arms 65 are pivotally mounted on 
the tractor. By disposing the C-frame side arms 45 in 
wardly of the ground-engaging means 43 of the tractor, 
adequate space is provided exteriorly of the means 43 for 
the beams 65 without increasing the width of the bull 
dozer over that conventional in the art. However, it is 
to be noted that a conventional C-frame could be em 
ployed and that the beams 65 could be pivotally mounted 
on the C-frame rather than directly on the tractor. Also, 
the push beams could extend diagonally from the illus 
trated C-frame to the blade ends, although I prefer the 
arrangement illustrated. 
To accommodate attachment of each beam to the blade, 

the blade is provided on its back wall adjacent each of 
its ends with a plurality of vertically spaced rearwardly 
extending bars or brackets 87, preferably arranged in 
respective pairs adjacent the upper and lower edges of the 
blade. Each set of brackets is adapted for passage there 
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through of an upright post or pin 88, which is suitably 
attached to the brackets by‘nuts at its upper and lower 
ends. Each pair of the brackets is adapted for reception 
therebetween of a clevis 8% which is pivotally mounted 
thereon by means of the post 88, each clevis having rear 
Wardly extending transversely apertured ears. To the 
lower ones of the clevises 89 on each end of the blade I 
pivotally attach the forward mounting block ‘83 of the re 
spective beam 65, a transverse horizontal pin 9%) being 
employed for the purpose, whereby the beam is univer 
sally connected, in effect, to the blade. Preferably, these 
latter universals are disposed at substantially the same 
level at the axis of the pin 62 of the ?rst or central 
mounting means to de?ne a transverse pivot axis for each 
blade section. 
The third mounting and/or adjusting means for the 

blade comprises means for varying the pitch, or both the 
pitch and the tilt, of the blade, and in the preferred em 
bodiment illustrated herein is comprised of a pair of ex 
tensible and retractable struts 91 pivotally connected re 
spectively to the push beams or arms 65 and universal 
ly connected to the respective outer end portions of the 
blade in vertically spaced relation to the connection 
thereto of the respective push arm. Each strut, as shown 
in a preferred embodiment in FIGURE 7, comprises a 
double-acting hydraulic jack including a forwardly dis~ 
posed cylinder 92 having a forward end closure 93, a 
piston 94 reciprocably mounted in the‘ cylinder, a piston 
rod 95 secured to the piston and extending through the, 
rearward end of the cylinder, and an annular collar 96 
secured in the rearward end of the cylinder and sealing 
about the piston rod. Hydraulic connections to the op 
posite ends of the cylinder are e?’ected by suitable bores 
97 in the end block or closure 93 and a pipe and elbow, 
indicated at 95, extending from the rearward end portion 
of the cylinder to adjacent the bores 97. At its rearward 
end, the piston rod carries a mounting block 99 'by means ‘ 
of which it is pivotally mounted on a horizontal trans 

verse axis between a pair of upstanding ears on the re 
spective push arm 65. At its forward end, the cylinder 
carries a mounting block 100 by means of which it is 
pivotally connected, with a pin 191, to the upper clevis 
89 at the respective end of the blade, whereby the strut, 
in elfect, is universally connected to the blade. As will 
be appreciated by those skilled in the alt, simultaneous 
extension or retraction of the struts ill will cause the blade 
to pivot about the pins 62 and 90, thereby to vary the 
pitch of the blade. If only one of the struts 91 is ex 
tended, or the one is extended while the other is being 
retracted, the blade will be caused to tilt about the axis 
of the pin at to dispose one end of the blade lower than 
the other with the cutting edge of the blade disposed at 
an angle to the horizontal. 
Each of the struts 91 and the push beams 65 is adapted 

for selective individual operation, the struts being opera 
ble for the purposes above stated and the beams being 
operable selectively to advance and retract the respective 
ends of the blade. The two jacks 49 are simultaneously 
operable to raise or lower the blade, or to force the blade 
downwardly; more speci?cally, to raise and lower and 
retain in a predetermined position the central mounting 
means 60 for the blade. This central mounting means 
may also be extended and retracted to shift the center 
portion of the blade forwardly and rearwardly, and this 
may if desired be effected hydraulically. Herein, how 
ever, I have shown mechanical shifting means for the 
center mounting, and therefore will not describe a hy 
draulic actuator therefor. It will be appreciated that such 
hydraulic actuator may be added to the below described 
control means if desired. Thus, for the disclosed struc 
ture, I provide live separate controls which I locate at the 
operator’s station for convenient access. Each control is 
comprised of a manually operated valve, and a valve actu 
ating lever. The control for the raise-lower jacks 49 is 
mounted in the manner conventional and accepted in the 
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art, the same including a'hand lever I92 projecting for 
wardly from adjacent the back of the operator’s seat to 
a position that will be adjacent the operator’s right arm, 
at about elbow level, when the operator is in his seat. 
The other four controls are mounted immediately below 
and to the operator’s right of the lever 162, the four con 
trol valves being mounted in a common box or recepta 
cle 1% on the tractor and each having a hand lever 104, 
165, .llliti, 197, respectively, whereby the operator may 
readily effect individual control of the struts and push 
beams. Preferably, each of the control levers has a nor 
mal, spring biased, central position in which the respec 
tive hydraulic valve is closed and opposite end positions 
for supplying hydraulic fluid under pressure selectively 
to the opposite ends of the respective hydraulic piston 
and cylinder assemblies, thereby to effect extension and 
retraction of the respective strut or beam. 
To minimize the possibility of oil leaks and hose rup 

tures in the abusive service to which the blade is subject, 
I effect the hydraulic interconnection of the pump, the 
controls and the respective jacks principally by pipes, 
utilizing flexible hose only where necessary to accommo 
date relative movement. Speci?cally, all of the hydraulic 
elements on the tractor body are connected by pipes, and 
a pipe is provided from the tractor frame 41 to each track 
frame 42 along the axis of interconnection of the frames. 
These latter pipes provide for fluid supply to the rear 
ward ends of the push beams, the connection between the 
respective pipe and the port 78 of the respective cylinder 
being effected by a short length of ?exible hose to accom 
modate swiveling movement of the beam on its mounting 
ball 36. Pipes are similarly conducted from the controls 
for the respective struts and from the control ports for 
the forward ends of the respective push beams to a point 
above the pivot axis of each side arm of the C-frame. 
On each arm ofthe G—frame, complemental pipes are ex 
tended from adjacent the pivot to the central part of the 
transverse portion 48 of the C-frame, and further comple 
mental pipes are mounted on the back of each blade sec 
tion to extend from adjacent the pintle pin 51 to adja 
cent the outer end of the respective section. Short lengths 
of ?exible hose are then employed to couple the frame 
carried pipes to the pipes on the C-frame, the latter pipes 
to the blade-carried pipes, and the blade-carried pipes re 
spectively to the ports 81-82 at the forward ends of the 
beams, the ports 97 at the forward ends of the struts and 
the forward ends of the pipes 98 on the struts. The jacks 
49 are, of course, similarly supplied with hydraulic ?uid. 
The short lengths of flexible hose are preferably stand 
ard to facilitate ready repair or replacement should a 
hose be broken or torn during use of the bulldozer. 

Referring now to FIGURES 8 to 21, I have shown 
exemplary ones of the almost unlimited range of positions 
that can be achieved with my blade structure. In FIG 
URE 8, which is a schematic plan view, I have depicted 
the two blade sections straight in solid lines and have 
shown by dotted lines the range of positions that may be 
achieved simply by extension and retraction of the push 
beams 65; in FIGURE 9, also a plan view, I have shown 
the range of positions achieved simply by extension and 
retraction of the center mounting means 69; and in the 
plan view of FIGURE 10 I have depicted the range of 
positions achieved by extension and contraction of both 
the mounting means 60 and the two push beams. As will 
be appreciated from these several views, the blade may 
readily be disposed straight or may be V’d forward or 
back, and withv individually adjustable push beams as 
depicted in FIGURES 8 and 10, may also be angled, or 
be disposed with its two sections at diverse angles, or with 
one section straight and the other angled. Also, as shown 
in front elevation in FIGURE 11, the blade may be tilted 
through an exceptionally great range due to the extensibil 
ity and retractability of the strutsdl. vlIn addition, the 
struts 91 by simultaneous adjustment serve to vary the 
pitch of the blade. > ' 
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Adjustment of the pitch and/or tilt of the blade in 
correlation with the relative disposition of the two blade 
sections facilitates achievement of a great number of 
serviceable blade positions. For example, with reference 
to FIGURES 12 to 15, if the blade is \l’d back as shown 
in solid lines in the plan view (FIGURE 12), the lower 
edge of the blade may be disposed horizontal as viewed 
in front elevation in FIGURE 13; it can be disposed in a 
convex or V shape as depicted in front elevation in FIG 
URE 14 by pitching the blade back; or it can be disposed 
in an inverted V or concave shape as illustrated in FIG 
URE 15 by pitching the blade forward. Conversely, with 
the blade V’d forward as shown in dotted lines, the lower 
edge of the blade may be disposed horizontal as viewed 
in front elevation in FIGURE 13; it can be disposed in a 
concave or inverted V shape as depicted in front elevation 
in FIGURE 14 by pitching the blade back; or it can be 
disposed in a V or convex shape as illustrated in FIGURE 
15 by pitching the blade forward. While these blade 
formations have many uses, as will readily be appreciated 
by those skilled in the art, it can quickly be noted here that 
surfaces can be crowned with the solid line arrangement 
of FIGURE 15 or the dotted line arrangement of FIG 
URE 14, the dirt being drawn to the center or apex of the 
crown with the solid line arrangement and being forced 
to the sides with the dotted line arrangement. Conversely, 
ditching can be performed with either the solid line ar 
rangement of FIGURE 14, whereby earth would be forced 
to the lower extremity of the ditch, or the dotted line ar 
rangement of FIGURE 15, whereby earth would be forced 
from the center of the ditch up both sloping sides. As a 
further facility, the blade, even when \i’d, can be tilted to 
dispose the lower edge of one section horizontal while 
the lower edge of the other section is inclined, there being 
represented in FIGURE 16 by way of example the front 
elevational con?guration achieved by pitching the blade 
forward and tilting the same to dispose the lower edge 
of one section horizontal, the solid lines representing the 
blade V’d back and the dotted lines representing the blade 
V’d forward, as in FIGURES 12 to 15 . 

In a quite similar manner, the blade can be disposed 
at various lower edge angulations with one side straight 
and the other angled. Referring to FIGURES 17 to 20, 
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I have depicted various blade con?gurations corresponding 7 
respectively to the illustrations of FIGURES 12 to 15 with 
the exception that one blade section is straight and the 
other is angled, the forward winged position of the angled 
section being depicted in solid lines and the rearward 
winged position being depicted in dotted lines, as shown in 
the plan view afforded by FIGURE 17; the blade being 
horizontal in the front elevation of FIGURE 18, pitched 
backward in FIGURE 19 and pitched forward in FIG 
URE 20. Here also by tilting the blade other edge posi 
tions can be achieved, for example that shown in front 
elevation in FIGURE 21 wherein the blade is pitched for 
ward and tilted to dispose the winged section horizontal. 

With the blade sections at diverse angles, variations in 
pitch and tilt will result in a variety of lower edge and 
material conveying con?gurations of the blade. Also, 
with the blade angled, accurate control of its degree of 
tilt can be achieved by varying the pitch of the blade, as 
will be appreciated from a consideration of one dotted 
line section and one solid line section in either of FIG 
URES 14 and 15. It is thus to be appreciated that the 
blade structure of the invention has an almost unlimited 
range of extremely useful positions, positions heretofore 
unavailable to a bulldozer operator. The consequence is 
practically to provide the bulldozer operator with a pair of 
extremely strong hands at the front of the tractor with 
which he can gather, manipulate and discharge his load 
as he desires with a minimum of tractor manuevering and 
while deriving from the tractor useful work beyond the 
heretofore accepted standard of the work capability of the 
tractor. 

Also, because of my improved blade structure, the bull 
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dozer is now extremely well suited to grading operations, 
for example, to crown roadbeds, to draw material from a 
shoulder area onto a roadbed area, to discharge excess 
material from a roadbed onto a shoulder and to distribute 
it uniformly on the shoulder, whether the shoulder slope 
up or down, and so on. 

Further because of the material directing and leveling 
capabilities of my improved blade structure, I have con 
ceived new and novel apparatus for the spreading of base 
materials for roads and the like to the most exacting 
speci?cations and even to compound con?gurations. As 
is well-known, material such as earth, sand, gravel, 
crushed stone and rock, mixtures of sand, gravel and dry 
cement and so on are employed as the base for formation 
of roads, airport runways, and the like. It is usually 
required that selected materials be spread in one or more 
layers to an exact predetermined thickness over a pre 
cise area. For this reason, spreading devices have been 
proposed which in general comprise a forwardly-open 
three~sided box or hopper, the sides of which laterally 
con?ne the material to the designated area and the rear 
wall of which includes a vertically adjustable plate for 
striking the material off at the predetermined level. In 
the previously identi?ed copending applications, the 
spreader sides are de?ned by a spreading attachment 
secured to a bulldozer blade and the blade itself forms 
the rear wall of the hopper and the vertically adjustable 
strike-oif. In use, materials are dumped from trucks 
into the hopper and the hopper is moved forwardly to 
eiliect spreading of the materials. Heretofore, the strike 
orf con?guration has been limited to a straight edge, or 
a crown could be achieved by welding or otherwise add 
ing to the blade special lower edge plates. Also, it has 
been extremely difficult with the equipment heretofore 
available to spread wet and/or heavy materials, espe 
cially sand-cement mixtures, because of their inherent 
tendency to cohere, and to stay in the area in which 
dumped without ?owing across the full width of the 
lade or strike-off. The present invention solves these 

problems and provides apparatus for spreading substan 
tially any material to substantially any desired con?gura 
tion. 
As shown in FIGURE 22, I provide in accordance with 

my present invention road base spreading apparatus com 
prising the combination of a tractor, the improved blade 
structure of this invention, and an improved spreading 
attachment having novel cooperation with the blade and 
tractor. In FIGURE 22, because of space limitations, I 
have schematically represented the tractor by dotted 
lines. The blade is indicated generally at 50, and the 
various components thereof are indicated in FIGURES 
22 to 29 by the same reference numerals as employed 
in the preceding speci?c description of the blade struc 
ture. The spreading attachment per se is indicated gen 
erally at 119 and comprises a pair of side assemblies 111 
extending forwardly from adjacent the opposite ends of 
the blade 5%, a ground-engaging wheel 112 supporting 
each side assembly at its forward end and a mounting 
assembly 113 on the rearward end of each side assembly 
mounting the respective side assembly at its rearward 
end on the adjacent end portion of the blade. Due to 
their relative dispositions, the side assemblies 111 and 
the moldboard blade 50 de?ne a three-sided hopper for 
reception of base materials to be spread, the side assem 
blies comprising means for laterally con?ning the base 
material and the blade comprising the rear wall of the 
hopper and means for striking-off the base material at a 
predetermined depth or thickness. 

In customary use, a dump truck containing base ma 
terial to be spread is backed into the space between the 
wheels 112 and the forward end portions of the side as 
semblies 111 of the spreading attachment, and its load 
is dumped, gradually or all-at-once depending upon rela 
tive capacities, into the hopper de?ned rearwardly of the 
wheels. The bulldozer is then advanced forwardly, caus_ 
ing conjoint forward movement therewith of the spread 
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ing attachment. Preferably, the spreading attachment 
includes a front cross beam 114 having rollers 115 there 
on engageable with the wheels of the truck to push the 
truck forwardly of it, so that the described apparatus 
advances simultaneously along the roadway. vDuring this 
movement, the side assemblies 111 laterally con?ne the 
base material to be spread to a strip of predetermined 
Width, and the blade 51) is adjusted vertically to strike-off 
the material at a predetermined depth or thickness, there 
by to restrict the material to the desired area and the 
desired depth. The wheels 112 of the attachment 11d 
ride on theroadbed forwardly of the hopper area and 
thus serve as a bench or guide mark for the spreading 
operation. When the truck is empty, it is driven away 
and another truck loaded with base material is backed 
into dumping position relative to the spreading attach 
ment to maintain a supply of base material for the spread 
ing operation. Spreading thus continues, continuously or_ 
intermittently depending upon the continuity of supply, 
to cause a layer of base material of uniform width and 
thickness to be spread along the desired portion of the 
roadway. 
The front cross beam 114 is disposed between the 

forward end portions of the side assemblies 111 rearward 
ly of the Wheels 112 at a su?iciently low level to accom 
modate passage thereover of the body of the dump truck. 
The side assemblies thus de?ne a forwardly open space 
between the forward end portions thereof for entry of 
the truck, so that the material from the truck is dumped 
rearwardly of the wheels 112 whereby the wheels may 
ride on the roadbed and serve as a bench mark for the 
spreading operation. 

In addition to the above described operation wherein 
conventional dump trucks having rearwardly tiltable beds 
are employed, the art has recently proposed adoption of 
bottom~dump carriers, i.e., motor carriers having a ma 
terial receiving body with dump doors in its bottom. 
With such carriers, the material is deposited in a rela 
tively narrow windrow centrally forward of the spreading 
attachment. To assist in the uniform spreading of base 
materials deposited in a wiudrow from such carriers, or 
accumulated in a Windrow ahead of the spreading ap 
paratus by a motor grader or the like, it is one object of 
this invention to constitute the cross beam 114 a primary 
material strike-off and spreader. Speci?cally, I provide 
side assemblies comprised of elongate longitudinal beams 
116 (which will be described in greater detail herein 
after) and a depending forward end portion 117. The 
cross beam 114 (which will also be described in greater 
detail) is mounted adjacent the lower ends of the de 
pending portions 117, whereby the same is disposed 
slightly above ground level. To accommodate vertical 
adjustment of the level of this beam to perform an ac— 
curate preliminary strike-off function, each of the wheels 
112 is adjustably mounted on the respective side assem 
bly by means of an arm 118 which is adjustably mounted 
at its rearward end on the respective side assembly and 
which at its forward end pivotally mounts the fork 119 
v ithin which the respective Wheel is journalled. The ad 
justable mounting means for each arm is comprised of a 
modi?ed box formation 120 which is pivotally mounted 
on the forward end of the respective side beam 116 by 
an upright pivot pin 121, the box 12% including a rearward 
segmental extension 122 which overlies the beam and is 

, provided adjacent its rearward arcuate edge with a plu 
rality of holes selectively alignable with a hole in the 
beam whereby the box may be disposed at a variety of 
angles in a horizontal plane relative to the longitudinal 
axis of the beam, the box being locked in selected position 
by a locking pin 123 which is passed through the hole in 
the extension that is then aligned with the hole in the 
beam. At its forward end, the box receives the rearward 
end portion of the arm 118, and the arm is pivoted to 
the box by a transverse horizontal pivot pin 124, whereby 
the arm is horizontally adjustable with the box about the 
pivot 121 and also vertically about the pivot 124. To 
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eifect vertical adjustment of the arm, and thus the wheel, 1 
a threaded adjusting stud 125 is pivoted to the box 126 
on a transverse horizontal am's beneath the arm and is 
passed slidably through a transverse bearing 126 jour 
nalled in a bracket 127 secured to the lower surface of 
the arm, the stud carrying self-locking nuts 128 to oppo 
site sides of the bearing 126 whereby the adjustment may 
be effected. Thus, each of the wheel supporting arms 113 
is adjustably mounted on the respective side beam 116 
to accommodate variable horizontal disposition of the 
wheels to locate the wheels for riding on the prepared 
subgrade or roadbed, and to vary the relative vertical 
disposition of the wheels and thereby to adjust the eleva 
tion of the cross beam 114 above the roadbed to con 
stitute the same a preliminary strike-off and spreading 
instrumentality. 
The ?nal striking-cit is, of course, performed by the 

blade 50 and to achieve an accurate strike-elf level it is 
necessary to support the blade on the spreading attach 
merit so that the blade may derive its position from the 
wheels 112, which as aforesaid comprise a bench mark 
for the spreading operation. Also, the spreading attach 
ment itself must be supported on the bulldozer, and at 
such position thereon that the blade in use will be sus 
pended substantially centrally between widely separated 
points of support, preferably the points of support at 
forded by the Wheels 112 on the one hand and the pivot 
axis of the bulldozer C-frame or push arms on the, other 
hand. To this end, the mounting assemblies 113 comprise 
means for mounting the rearward end of the spreading 
attachment on the blade structure and for supporting or 
suspending the blade from the spreading attachment. In 
a preferred embodiment, each assembly 113 includes an 
upright post 13% adapted to be clamped to the adjacent 
or respective outer end portion of the blade 511. Each 
post preferably comprises, as best shown in FIGURE 26, 
a lower outer cylindrical sleeve 131 having an upwardly 
open hook or clamp 132 secured to its lower end and ex 
tending rearwardly therefrom for engagement with the 
lower edge of the blade, a threaded stud mounted coax 
ially in the sleeve 131 and secured thereto at its lower 
end, an upper cylindrical tube 134 rotatably and slidably 
mounted in the sleeve 131 and extending upwardly there— 
from, a nut 135 secured in the lower end of the tube 134 
and threaded on the stud 133, a rigid cylindrical stem 136 
secured in the upper end of the tube 134 and extending 
upwardly therefrom, a downwardly open hook or clamp 
rotatably mounted on the stem 136 and held thereon 
against relative vertical movement, and a handle or wing 
nut 138 secured on the upper end of said stem. As a 
consequence of the de?ned construction, the post is ex 
tensible and contractable to adapt the same to blades of 
various heights. In use, the post is extended by turning 
the handle and thus the tube 134 and nut 135 relative to 
the sleeve 131 and stud 133. The lower hook 132 is then 
engaged with the lower edge of the blade, the upper hook 
is disposed over the upper edge of the blade and the 
handle is turned to thread the nut down on the stud 
thereby to move the upper hook down into firm engage 
ment with the blade and clamp the post to the blade. 
Each post 13!} slidably and rotatably mounts a collar 

139 on the sleeve 131 thereof. The collar in turn is pro 
vided with a pair of vertically spaced ?anges 14% be 
tween Which a laterally extending plate 141 is rotatably 
mounted on the collar. A similar plate 142 is secured 
to the lower end of the sleeve 131 and carries an upwardly 
extending threaded stud or shaft 143 which extiejds 
through the plate 141. Self-locking adjusting nuts 144 
are threaded on this stud to opposite sides of the plate 
141, thereby to provide means accommodating vertical 
adjustment of the collar on the sleeve and for locking 
the collar in vertically adjusted position on the post. The 
collar 139 also includes a forwardly projecting extension 
145 in the form generally of a bell crank which is piv 
otally mounted at substantially the juncture of its two 
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legs by means of a transverse horizontal pivot pin 14.6 
on the rearward end portion of the beam 116 of the re 
spective side assembly. The extension 145 includes a 
portion projecting forwardly from the pivot pin 146 with 
in the interior of the respective beam, and this portion 
is adjustably connected with the beam by a threaded stud 
147 pivoted to the forward end of the extension and pro 
jecting upwardly therefrom through the upper surface of 
the beam, and an adjusting nut 14$ threaded on the stud 
and engaging the upper surface of the beam. 

In use, the bulldozer is combined with the spreading 
attachment by setting up the spreading attachment to the 
selected width and supporting the same on the ground 
by means of the wheels 112 and the posts 130 with the 
side beams 116 substantially horizontal. The bulldozer 
is then driven into alignment with the spreading attach 
ment with the blade slightly elevated, and the blade is 
then lowered to engage its lower edge in the upwardly 
open hooks 132. The upper hooks or clamps 137 are then 
engaged with the upper edge of the blade and the nuts 
133 are tightened to clamp the posts 159 to the blade in 
upright position on the outer end portions of the blade. 
Since the collars 139 accommodate relative pivotal move 
ment between the posts and the side assemblies, the posts 
may be clamped even to the angular end portions of blades 
that are constructed with such portions. The lower ones 
of the nuts 1443 are then loosened to unlock the collars 
39 from the posts, and the blade may then be raised by 

the blade raising jacks 49 to the desired strike-oil level, 
i.e., the desired depth or thickness of spread, relative to 
the side assemblies. The nuts 144 are then tightened 
against the opposite sides of the collar adjusting plates 
141, whereafter the jacks 49 may be de-energized to cause 
the blade to ?oat relative to the tractor. At this time, 
the blade is physically interconnected with the rearward 
end of the spreading attachment so that the spreading 
attachment is effectively mounted at its rearward end on 
the blade and the blade is suspended in free ?oating con 
dition at its adjusted elevation above ground level sub 
stantially centrally between the C-frame pivot axis and 
the spreading attachment wheels. Any slight deviation 
occurring in the elevation of the blade from the speci?ed 
depth of spread may be compensated for by suitable 
adjustment of the nuts 14S on the studs 14-7 to suspend the 
blade in accurate position from the rearward ends of the 
side beams. Also, as described in my aforesaid copending 
application, the pitch of the blade 51} may be varied to 
vary the adjusted elevation of the lower edge of the blade. 
To accommodate variation in and control the width of 

spread, each side assembly includes a wing member 149 
pivotally mounted on an upright axis on the rearward edge 
of the depending portion 117 of the respective assembly. 
Each wing member adjustably mounts thereon one or 
more side plates 159 which together with the member 149 
comprise a wing gate adapted to be aligned with or swung 
inwardly or outwardly with respect to the respective beam 
116. Preferably, the plates 159 are adjustably connected 
to one another and the member 149 by bolts extending 
through slots, as depicted, so that the lower edge of the 
wing gate may be disposed just slightly above ground level 
after the blade has been adjusted. 
When it is desired to spread materials to a width greater 

than the width of the blade, the wing gates may be swung 
outwardly, as illustrated in FIGURE 22, to permit the 
material to spread outwardly from the hopper over a 
large predetermined area. With the wing gates so spread, 
it is necessary to close-oil the space between the wing 
gates and the ends of the blade and to de?ne a strike-off 
edge across such space. For this purpose, each of the 
mounting posts 130 is provided with a hinge pin 151 
disposed parallel to the post forwardly of the depth adjust 
ing stud 143 and mounted on lower extension member 
142 and upper extension member 152 secured to the post 
and projecting laterally therefrom. Each pin 151 hingedly 
mounts thereon a ?rst blade extension plate 153, which is 
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adapted for adjustable connection thereto of additional 
extension plates £54 of suf?cient number to span the 
space between the hinge pin and the adjacent wing gate. 
To hold the wing gates and extension plates in position 
suitable chains 155 are provided as stop members therefor. 
Also, to close the space between the blade 50 and each 
post 13%, a de?ector plate 156 is mounted on each hinge 
pin E5}, the plate 156 extending around the post for 
wardly thereof and then diagonally inward into engage 
ment with the face of the blade 50, thereby to protect 
the post and its associated elements from damage. For 
spreading of strips of material to a width less than that 
of the blade, the wing gates may be swung inwardly and 
maintained in position in the manner described in the 
aforesaid co-pending application of Raymore D. Mac 
Donald, now Patent No. 2,962,947. 
When constructed as thus far described, the spreading 

apparatus of this invention is adapted to perform the 
same base spreading functions as the apparatus of the 
previously identi?ed co-pending applications, and in addi 
tion provides for preliminary striking-0H of material de 
posited in a windrow ahead of the apparatus. It is, how 
ever, the particular object of this invention to go beyond 
such capabilities and to provide spreading apparatus that 
will direct, spread and level base materials to substantially 
any speci?cations substantially irrespective of the coherent 
nature of the material being spread. To this end, the 
blade 59 is to be substantially completely maneuverable 
in the manner previously described to facilitate the direct 
ing of material uniformly across the face of the blade 
and the strike-oft extensions, and to facilitate striking-oft 
of the material to a desired contour or to given speci? 
cations. For this purpose, it is ?rst necessary to accom 
modate V’ing of the blade, and to do so, I provide trans 
versely extensible and contractable means between the 
side assemblies for retaining the side assemblies in spaced 
parallel substantially coextensive relation while accom 
modating increase and decrease in the distance therebe 
tween. Such means may take the form of either or both 
of a cross beam 114 constructed as best shown in FIGURE 
27, or a linkage assembly 157 constructed as shown in 
FIGURES 28 and 29. 
The cross beam 114- shown in its preferred embodiment 

in FIGURE 27 comprises a pair of stationary sections 
153 secured respectively, as by welding, to the inner sur 
faces of the depending portions 117 of the side assemblies 
111, the sections 158 extending horizontally inward to 
ward one another in axially aligned relation. The sec 
tions each comprise a hollow member of rectangular box 
form adapted for slidable, but non-rotatable reception 
therein of a central telescopic section 159 of a smaller 
but complementary rectangular box form. At a point 
axially aligned with the beam sections, each portion 117 
of the side assemblies 111 is provided with a tubular 
bearing 16% within which an elongate adjusting screw 161 
is journalled, each screw including a head 162 to the 
outer side of the respective side portion 117, a collar 163 
to the inner side of the bearing by means of which the 
screw is rendered captive on the side assembly, and a 
threaded portion substantially coextensive with the re 
spective stationary section 158. At each of its ends, the 
telescopic section 159 is provided with an axially aper 
tured end wall structure 164 carrying thereon in captive 
relation a nut 165 through which the adjacent or respec 
tive screw 161 is threaded. Consequently, by manipula 
tion of the screw heads 162, the operator may readily 
expand and contract the spreading apparatus in the trans 
verse direction, thereby to correlate the attachment to 
the blade whether it be V’d or straight, and also to corre 
late the attachment to blades of different widths. In addi 
tion, this structure facilitates contraction of the attachment 
to minimum dimensions for convenience and economy 
in shipment. While the screws 161 themselves may hold 
the side assemblies in adjusted relation, clamping bolts 
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166 may also be provided between the beam end sections 
158 and the central beam section 159. 
The transversely extensible and retractable linkage as 

sembly 157 comprises a pair of generally transverse links 
168 each pivotally connected on an upright axis adjacent 
its outer end to a respective one of the side assemblies 
111 or the side carried beam sections 153, and a central 
longitudinally extending link 169 pivotally connected on 
an upright axis at its rearward end on the blade sub 
stantially centrally of the blade, the three links inter 
secting at substantially a point centrally of the spreading 
attachment and being pivotally interconnected at such 
point, as by an upright pivot pin 170. Preferably, the 
link 1659 is connected to the blade by a bracket which is 
pivoted on the central pintle pin 51 of the blade and 
connected by a horizontal transverse pivot pin to the 
link, thereby to de?ne a universal connection that will 
not in any way interfere with manipulation of the blade. 
The described linkage, alone or in combination with the 
cross beam 114, affords the particular advantage of auto 
matically correlating the width of the spreading attach~ 
ment to the effective width of the blade irrespective of 
the blade con?guration, and at the same time maintains 
the wheels 112 in transversely aligned relation so both 
will ride on the prepared subgrade to serve to provide 
an accurate bench mark for the blade. 
As a consequence of the de?ned structure, the blade 

50 may be disposed straight or may be V’d back and 
forth, as indicated in the extreme positions in FIGURE 
28, to afford the previously described advantages of a 
V’d con?guration of the blade. Speci?cally, the blade 
may be V’d back as shown in solid lines to draw more 
material toward the center of the blade, which is es 
pecially bene?cial when the base material is being 
crowned by virtue of a forward pitch to the rearwardly 
V’d blade, or the blade may be V ’d forward as indi 
cated in dotted lines to force material toward the sides, 
which is especially bene?cial when spreading a wide 
course of base materials, when spreading coherent ma 
terials that do not tend to flow outwardly, and when 
spreading to a concave con?guration as achieved by a 
forward pitch to the forwardly V’d blade. 

In addition to the foregoing, it is the object of this 
invention to accommodate spreading of base materials in 
accordance with the capabilities of the blade 50 when 
only one section thereof is angled, and also to accom 
modate forward V’ing of the blade without decreasing 
the capacity of the hopper. To this end, I make the 
beam elements 116 of the side assemblies 111 extensible 
and contractable by forming each from a pair of telescopi 
cally associated members, namely, a relatively enlarged 
rectangular box section front member 171 to which the 
respective portion 117 is secured, to which the respective 
transverse beam section 158 is secured, to which the 
respective transverse link 168 is pivoted, and on which 
the respective wheel supporting arm 118 is mounted. 
Telescopically associated with the front member 171 is 
a complementary rear member 1'72 of a relatively re 
duced rectangular box section, the rear member 172 carry 
ing at its rearward end the respective mount'mg assembly 
113. As a consequence of this construction, the blade 
may, in conjunction with the spreading attachment, be 
disposed in the extreme positions depicted in FIGURE 
29 and any positions intermediate those depicted. Since 
the mounting collars 139 are rotatable on the posts 13%}, 
all of the described positions are readily accommodated. 
Also, since each collar is individually adjustable on its 
post, different angulations of the blade are readily aci 
commodated, and in all of its adjusted positions the 
blade can be supported on the spreading attachment to 
derive its support and guidance from the spreading attach 
ment wheels. ’ 

In view of the foregoing, it is believed that I have now 
rendered apparent to those skilled in the art the manner 
of making and using the improved blade structure, beams, 
and spreading apparatus of this invention, and that I 
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have clearly shown all of the objects of the invention 
to be achieved in a convenient, economical and practical 
manner. 

While I have shown and described what I regard to be 
the preferred embodiments of the present invention, it 
is apparent that various changes, rearrangements and 
modi?cations may be made therein without departing 
from the scope of the invention, as de?ned by the ap 
pended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a bulldozer including a tractor, a C-frame pivot 

ally mounted on the tractor and a blade mounted on the 
C~frame ahead of the tractor, the improvement com 
prising a blade including a plurality of blade sections 
hingedly connected together on generally upright axes, 
?rst mounting cans mounting said blade substantially 
centrally or” its length on the center portion of the C 
frame ahead of the tractor, said ?rst mounting means 
comprising a multiple axis mounting device including 
means establishing a substantially upright hinge axis, a 
fore and aft tilting axis, and a transverse pitch axis, sec 
ond mounting means comprising a pair of hydraulically 
extensible and contractable push arms connected at their 
opposite ends respectively to the outer end portions of 
said blade and adjacent respective portions of the bull 
dozer so as to be operative to V said blade sections 
forwardly or rearwardly around said hinge axis while 
said blade is traveling forwardly in a material moving 
operation, and third mounting means comprising a pair 
of hydraulically extensible and contractable struts con 
nected respectively to said push arms and the respective 
outer end portions of the blade in vertically spaced rela 
tion to the connection thereto of the respective push 
varm so as to be operative to change the tilt angle of the 
blade about said tilting axis and the pitch angle of the 
blade about said pitch axis while the blade is traveling 
forwardly in a material moving operation, at least two 
of said ?rst, second and third mounting means being 
extensible and retractable transversely of said blade, and 
means operatively connected to the tractor and said C 
frame for raising and lowering said center portion there 
of together with said multiple axis mounting device. 

2. In combination, a tractor having a body and ground 
engaging means spaced outwardly from the opposite sides 
of said body, a C-frame having a transverse portion 
disposed ahead of said tractor and a pair of side arms 
extending rearwardly along the opposite sides of said body 
inwardly of said ground engaging means and pivotally 
mounted at their rearward ends on the tractor on a trans 
verse pivot axis, a blade comprising a plurality of blade 
sections hingedly connected together at a hinged joint 
defined by generally upright hinge pin means whereby to 
enable the blade sections to be V’d forwardly or V’d 
rearwardly or inclined diagonally during and relatively 
to the line of forward travel of said blade, ?rst mounting 
means connected to said blade substantially centrally 
of its length on the center of said transverse portion of 
said frame ahead of said tractor, second mounting means 
comprising a pair of push arms connected respectively 
to the outer end portions of said blade and extending 
rearwardly therefrom outwardly of the respective ground 
engaging means and universally mounted at its rearward 
end on said tractor, third mounting means comprising 
a pair of struts connected respectively to said push arms 
and the respective outer end portions of the blade in 
vertically spaced relation to the connection thereto of the 
respective push arm, at least two of said mounting means. 
being extensible and retractable longitudinally of said 
tractor, and oblique end walls at the adjacent hinged ends 
of said blade sections projecting diagonally forwardly 
and terminating in vertically spaced hinging leaves which 
are assembled in interleaved relation to have said hinge 
pin means pass thercthrough, whereby said hinged joint 
permits the blade sections to be V’d forwardly or V’d 
rearwardly while still presenting a substantially solid 
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front surface to the material being moved by said 
blade. 

3. The combination de?ned in claim 1, wherein there 
is included therewith a spreading attachment mounted 
on said bulldozer and supporting said blade, said spreading 
attachment comprising a pair of side assemblies extend 
ing forwardly respectively from adjacent the outer end 
portions of said blade, transversely extending bracing 
means between said side assemblies, connecting means 
between said side assemblies and said bracing means per 
mitting relative articulation therebetween; said side as 
semblies each comprising a longitudinally extensible and 
contractable beam, ground-engaging support means on the 
forward end of each beam, fourth mounting means ad 
justably mounting each support means on the respective 
beam for vertical and horizontal adjustment thereon, and 
?fth mounting means on the rearward end portion of 
each beam, each of said ?fth mounting means comprising 
a pair of relatively movable members connected to one 
another and mounted respectively on the beam and said 
blade, the connection said members being substantially 
rigid in the direction longitudinally of the tractor and 
accommodating relative movement of said members in a 
vertical plane, thereby to connect said bulldozer and 
said spreading attachment for conjoint longitudinal move 
ment and to accommodate vertical movement of said 
blade relative to said ground-engaging support means, and 
adjustable support means operatively connected to said 
realtively movable members and said beams and support 
ing said ‘blade ‘and relatively movable members on 
said beams, said side assemblies and said blade de?ning 
a forwardly-open three-sided hopper rearwardly of said 
forward end portions of said side assemblies and said 
ground-engaging support means for reception therein of 
material to be spread, said side assemblies comprising 
means for laterally con?ning the material to a strip of 
predetermined width and said blade constituting the rear 
wall of said hopper and comprising means for pushing 
a substantial load of the material and for striking-off 
the material at a predetermined level, said blade being 
manipulatable upon extension and retraction of the ex 
tensible and retractable ones of said ?rst, second and 
third mounting means to vary t e horizontal angulation 
and the pitch of said blade sections thereby to facilitate 
directing and striking-off of the material in the hopper. 

4. The combination de?ned in claim 2 wherein there 
is included therewith a spreading attachment mounted 
on said tractor and supporting said blade, said spreading 
attachment comprising a pair of side assemblies extend 
ing forwardly respectively from adjacent the outer end 
portions of said blade, transversely extensible and con 
tractable bracing means between said side assemblies, 
connecting means connecting said bracing means and said 
side assemblies permitting relative movement therebe 
tween, ground-engaging means on the forward end of 
each side assembly, and additional mounting means on 
the rearward end portion of each side assembly, each of 
said additional mounting means comprising a pair of rela 
tively movable members connected to one another and 
mounted respectively on the side assembly and said blade, 
the connection of said members being substantially rigid 
in the direction longitudinally of the tractor and accom 
modating relative movement of said members in their 
vertical plane, thereby to connect said bulldozer and said 
spreading attachment for conjoint longitudinal move 
ment and to accommodate vertical movement of said 
blade relative to said ground-engaging means, and ad 
justable support means operatively connected to said 
relatively movable members and said side assemblies and 
supporting said blade and relatively movable members 
on said side assemblies, said side assemblies and said blade 
de?ning a forwardly-open three-sided hopper rearwardly 
of the forward end portions of said side assemblies and 
said ground-engaging means for reception therein of 
material to be spread, said side assemblies comprising 
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means for laterally con?ning the material to a strip of 
predetermined width and said blade constituting the rear 
wall of said hopper and comprising means for pushing a 
substantial load of the material and for striking-off the 
material at a predetermined level, said blade being manip 
ulatable upon extension and retraction of the extensible 
and retractable ones of said ?rst, second and third mount 
ing means, and by virtue of the extensibility and contract 
ability of said bracing means, selectively to dispose said 
blade sections straight and to V the same and to vary the 
pitch of said blade sections thereby to facilitate directing 
and striking-off of the material in the hopper. 

5. In apparatus for spreading road base materials and 
the like wherein a forwardly-open three-sided hopper is 
de?ned by a pair of side assemblies and a transverse 
strike-off blade, the improvement comprising a blade 
including a plurality of blade sections hingedly connected 
together on generally upright axes, central mounting 
means for the blade substantially centrally of its length, 
outer mounting means for the blade comprising a mount 
ing element adjacent each outer end of the blade, at least 
one of said central and outer mounting means being ex 
tensible and retractable transversely of the blade, pitch 
adjusting means for the blade, a pair of side assemblies 
each comprising an extensible and contractable beam 
operatively connected adjacent its rearward end to the 
adjacent end portion of said blade, and a linkage in said 
hopper comprising a pair of generally transverse links 
connected to said side assemblies adjacent the forward 
ends thereof and a link generally paralleling said side 
assemblies and connected to said blade substantially cen 
trally of its length, the three links intersecting in a point 
and being pivotally interconnected at said point. 

6. A spreading attachment for use in combination with 
a moldboard blade carried ahead of the propelling vehicle, 
comprising a pair of side assemblies adapted to be 
extended forwardly respectively from the outer end por 
tions of the blade, ground-engaging support means on the 
forward end of each side assembly, mounting means on 
the rearward end portion of each side assembly, each of 
said mounting means comprising a pair of relatively 
movable members connected to one another, one being 
mounted on the respective side assembly and the other 
being adapted to be mounted on the blade, means em 
bodied in each of said mounting means for making the 
connection of said members substantially rigid in the 
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accommodating relative movement of said members in a 
vertical plane, thereby to connect the blade and said 
spreading attachment for conjoint longitudinal movement 
and to accommodate vertical movement of the blade rela 
tive to said ground-engaging support means, and a linkage 
comprising a pair of generally transverse links with one 
connected to each of said side assemblies adjacent the 
forward end thereof and a link generally paralleling said 
side assemblies and adapted to be connected at its rear 
ward end to substantially the center of the blade, the 
three links intersecting in a point and being pivotally 
interconnected at said point. 

7. A spreading attachment for use in combination with 
a moldboard blade carried ahead of a propelling vehicle, 
comprising a pair of side assemblies adapted to be ex 
tended forwardly respectively from the outer end portions 
of the blade, said side assemblies each comprising a longi 
tudinally extensible and contractable beam, an extensible 
and contractable cross member between said beams ad 
jacent the forward ends thereof, said cross member being 
disposed adjacent but above the lower extremities of said 
spreading attachment, ground-engaging support means on 
the forward end of each beam, front mounting means ad 
justably mounting each support means on the respective 
beam for vertical and horizontal adjustment thereon, and 
rear mounting means on the rearward end portion of each 
beam, said rear mounting means each comprising a gen 
erally upright post having clamping elements thereon 
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adapted to be clampingly engaged with the blade, a collar 
slidably mounted on said post, locking means on said 
post including adjustable elements engaging said collar 
and adjustably locking the same against up and down 
movement on said post, a lever pivotally connecting said 
collar on a horizontal transverse axis to the rearward 
end of the respective beam and including a portion ex 
tending longitudinally adjacent a portion of said beam, 
and adjustable support elements operatively connected 
to said portion of said collar and said beam adjustably 
supporting said portion of said collar on said beam. 

8. A blade structure adapted for mounting on a propel 
ling vehicle comprising a plurality of blade sections hing 
edly connected together for relative fore and aft hinging 
movement, multiple axis mounting means on which the 
central portion of said blade is mounted, hydraulically 
operated lifting and lowering means operative to lift and 
lower said mounting means and said blade during the for 
ward travel of said blade, said multiple axis mounting 
means comprising pintle means de?ning a substantially 
vertical hinge axis X——X for hinging said blade sections 
around which the blade sections can be V’d forwardly 
or rearwardly during the forward travel of the blade or 
can be angled relatively to such travel, said multiple 
axis mounting means also comprising means de?ning a 
centrally located fore and aft extending tilting axis Y——Y 
relatively to which said hinge axis X—X and blade can 
be tilted to right or left for raising or lowering either the 
right or left hand end of the blade during the forward 
travel of the blade, said multiple axis mounting means 
further comprising means de?ning a substantially hori 
zontal transversely extending pitch axis Z—Z relatively 
to which said hinge axis X——-X and blade can be pitched 
forwardly or rearwardly to change the pitch angle of the 
blade during the forward travel of the blade, a pair of 
hydraulically extensible and retractable push arms ex 
tending generally rearwardly from said blade sections, 
universal joint connections between the front ends of said 
push arms and the back sides of said blade sections en 
abling said push arms to V the blade sections forwardly 
or rearwardly, or to angle the blade diagonally relatively 
to its line of forward travel as aforesaid, said universal 
joint connections comprising substantially horizontal 
transversely extending pivot means having pitch axes in 
approximate alignment with said transverse pitch axis 
Z—V-Z, and hydraulically extensible and retractable struts 
having their rear ends pivotally connected with said push 
arms and having their front ends pivotally connected with 
said blade sections in vertically spaced relation above said 
pitch axis Z—Z, whereby said struts are operative to 
change the pitch angle of said blade around said pitch 
axis Z-—Z and are also operative to change the tilt angle 
of the blade around the tilt axis Y—Y. 

‘9. A blade structure adapted for mounting on a pro 
pelling vehicle comprising a plurality of blade sections 
hingedly connected together for relative fore and aft hing 
ing movement, multiple axis mounting means on which 
the central portion of said blade is mounted, hydrauli 
cally operated lifting and lowering means operative to 
lift and lower said mounting means and said blade during 
the forward travel of said blade, said multiple axis mount 
ing means comprising pintle means de?ning a substan 
tially vertical hinge axis X—X for hinging said blade sec 
tions and around which the blade sections can be V’d 
forwardly or rearwardly during the forward travel of the 
blade, or can be angled relatively to such travel, said 
multiple axis mounting means also comprising means de 
?ning a substantially horizontal transversely extending 
pitch axis Z—Z relatively to which said hinge axis X—X 
and blade can be pitched forwardly or rearwardlyv to 
change the pitch angle of the blade during the forward 
travel of the blade, a pair of hydraulically extensible and 
retractable push arms extending generally rearwardly 
from said blade sections, universal joint connections be 
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tween the front ends of said push arms and the back 
sides of said blade sections enabling said push arms to 
V the blade sections forwardly or rearwardly, or to 
angle the blade diagonally relatively to its line of for 
ward travel as aforesaid, said universal joint connections 
comprising substantially horizontal transversely extend 
ing pivot means having pitch'axes in approximate align 
ment with said transverse pitch axis Z—Z, and hydrauli 
cally extensible and retractable strut means pivotally con 
nected with said blade in vertically spaced relation above 
said pitch axis Z—Z, whereby said strut means is opera 
tive to change the pitch angle of said blade around said 
pitch axis Z-—Z during the forward travel of the blade. 

10. A blade structure adapted for mounting on a pro 
pelling vehicle comprising a plurality of blade sections 
hingedly connected together on generally upright axes, 
mounting means on which the inner ends of said blade 
sections are hingedly mounted, said mounting means com 
prising substantially vertically extending hinge pin means 
de?ning a hinge axis X—X around which said blade sec 
tions have fore and aft hinging movement, hydraulically 
extensible and contractable push arms connected with 
said blade sections and operative to V the blade sections 
forwardly or rearwardly around said X-X axis during 
the forward travel of the blade, mechanism comprising 
hydraulically extensible and retractable strut means for 
inclining said hinge pin means and X—X axis in a fore 
and aft direction and operative to change the pitch angle 
of said blade during the forward travel of the blade, and 
mechanism comprising hydraulically extensible and re 
tractable cylinder means for tilting said hinge’ pin means 
and X—X axis to right or left and operative to tilt the 
outer ends of said blade upwardly or downwardly during 
the forward travel of the blade. , 

11. In combination, a tractor comprising a body, 
ground engaging propelling devices spaced outwardly 
from the sides of said body to provide lateral spaces 
therebetween, a C-frame having a transversely extending 
front crossbar extending across the front of the tractor 
and side arms extending longitudinally rearwardly from 
said crossbar into said lateral spaces between said tractor 
body and said propelling devices, pivot means pivotally 
connecting the rear ends of said side arms with the trac 
tor, a multiple axis mounting head carried by the central 
portion of said crossbar, said mounting head comprising 
pintle means de?ning a substantially vertical hinge axis 
X——X an earth working blade comprising right and left 
hinged blade sections, said blade sections having their 
inner ends hingedly mounted on said substantially vertical 
hinge axis X-X to enable said blade sections to be V’d 
forwardly or rearwardly during the forward travel of the 
tractor, said mounting head comprising mounting means 
de?ning a substantially horizontal transversely extending 
pitch axis Z—Z relatively to which said hinge axis X—X 
and blade can be pitched forwardly or rearwardly to 
change the pitch angle of the blade during the forward 
travel of the blade, a pair of hydraulically extensible and 
contractable push arms having their forward end-s con 
nected with said right and left blade sections and having 
their rearward portions extending backwardly along the 
outer sides of said propelling means, and pivot means 
pivotally mounting the rear ends of said push arms on 
the tractor for vertical swinging movement of the forward 
ends, whereby said right and left blade sections extend 
outwardly in cantilever from said vertical hinge axis 
X—X and can be V’d forwardly or rearwardly by said 
push arms while the tractor is in motion. 

12. The combination de?ned in claim 8 wherein the 
fore and aft tilting axis Y—Y normally has a downwardly 
and forwardly sloping inclination relatively to the hinge 
axis X—~X when therlatter is disposed substantially verti 
cally. 7 
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